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Dear Friends,

The reason an international organisation like Forest Peoples Programme (FPP) exists is because national 
governments, their policies, laws and projects, don’t respect and protect the rights of forest peoples. 
Governments are allowing other interests, national and international, to take over forest peoples’ lands 
and impose schemes on them without the people having a say. FPP thus stands alongside indigenous 
peoples and other forest dwellers who make recourse to international fora to try to press for changes in 
the way their governments, and the industries they favour, deal with them. But getting governments to 
reform is not easy.

The articles in this newsletter illustrate this tension all too clearly. In Suriname, despite unanimity 
between indigenous and tribal peoples, and despite detailed judgments from the Inter-American Court 
of Human Rights, the government has backed down on its promise to pass a law recognising their rights. 
In Costa Rica, although UN human rights bodies have upheld their appeals, the Teribe people still face 
an uphill struggle to get the government to accept their voice in decision-making about the Diquis dam.  
Communities in Liberia and Indonesia find that their lands are being handed out by their governments 
to oil palm developers without their consent and are subject to harsh repression when they resist. They 
have had to appeal to international bodies, like the International Finance Corporation which funds such 
schemes, and the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil that certifies them, to seek redress. A regional 
review of the palm oil sector in Southeast Asia shows that where lands are secured and there is rule of law 
then oil palm develops as a smallholder crop and not as imposed plantations. The national framework 
is thus crucial to prevent land grabs. So it’s particularly disappointing to note that at its recent meeting 
the Convention on Biological Diversity, while devising a new work plan to secure ‘sustainable customary 
use of biological resources’, shied away from making recommendations on the need for legal reforms 
to recognise peoples’ rights to lands and resources. By contrast, the African Commission of Human 
and Peoples’ Rights has censured UNESCO for making decisions about protected areas without the 
indigenous peoples’ Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC). 

Recognising the lack of national protections, the World Bank has for years insisted that its investments 
must abide by so-called ‘safeguard’ policies, including one on indigenous peoples (a policy all too often 
ignored in practice however). Now it seems that the Bank has given ground to borrower countries, which 
have baulked at the way these policies slow down lending, by proposing a new programme for lending 
huge chunks of money without safeguards being applied to the specific projects that the money will fund. 
Indigenous peoples and FPP are appealing against this ‘end run’. 

Experiences from the ground show, as in the case of Peru, that, without safeguards, projects to Reduce 
Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation (REDD+) undermine local peoples’ rights. As 
the indigenous peoples attending the global meeting on climate change in Durban make clear, the need 
is for alternative rights-based approaches that secure peoples’ rights to their lands and so prevent the 
destruction of their forests by outside interests.

In almost every country there are multiple layers of law – international laws, national laws and customary 
laws – that people use to regulate how humans relate to each other and to their environment. As a new 
review carried out with partners including the Asia Indigenous Peoples Pact shows, international laws and 
customary laws are both a source of rights for forest peoples, but reforming national laws to secure these 
rights remains our biggest challenge.

Marcus Colchester, Director
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1. President of Suriname 
shuts down land rights 

conference following clear 
demands from indigenous 

and tribal peoples 

Indigenous and tribal peoples of 
Suriname still open to dialogue

By the Association of Indigenous Village 
Leaders in Suriname (VIDS)

A conference organised by the Government of Suriname 
on 21 and 22 October 2011, which was meant to clarify 
positions and proposals on land rights and build mutual 
understanding between the Government and indigenous 
and tribal (maroon) peoples, ended in a very abrupt 
manner. The Government even called it “a disaster” on 
23 October 2011. Surprised by the massive solidarity and 
collaboration between the indigenous and tribal peoples 
of Suriname, and in a move that showed great disrespect 
to traditional leaders who had traveled long distances to 
attend the conference, the President of Suriname decided 
to close the conference early following the indigenous 
and tribal peoples’ presentation of their joint position 
on land and resource rights. With this, all subsequent 
dialogue between the indigenous and tribal peoples and 
the government has ceased.

During national elections in 2010, the current ruling 
government promised to legally recognise the land rights 
of indigenous and tribal peoples in Suriname before 
the end of its term. Suriname still has no legislation on 
the rights of indigenous and tribal peoples, and several 
international Human Rights bodies have insisted that 
Suriname recognises these rights. The most famous 
example is the binding Saramaka judgment of the Inter-
American Court on Human Rights, which ruled that 
Suriname must make legal provisions to recognise and 
respect the rights of the Saramaka tribal people to, among 
others, their collective land ownership and traditional 
resource rights, free prior and informed consent and 
their communities as legal ‘persons’. In a technical 
support visit to Suriname, the UN Special Rapporteur 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples provided similar 
recommendations to the government. The deadline for 
implementing the Saramaka judgment of 2007, which 
was mid-December 2010, and the government’s policy 
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intentions to regulate the gold mining sector in the 
interior, where indigenous and tribal peoples’ territories 
are located, were direct triggers for the government to 
call for a land rights conference. 

This land rights conference was announced and prepared 
by the Government of Suriname without the effective 
participation of indigenous and tribal peoples. The 
Association of Indigenous Village Leaders in Suriname 
(VIDS) and representatives of the six tribal maroon 
peoples who met regularly to discuss the implementation 
of the Saramaka judgment with the Ministry of Regional 
Development, were very marginally involved in the 
substantial preparations for the conference. 

On the second day of the conference, an indigenous village 
leader made a presentation on behalf of all indigenous 
and tribal maroon authorities, and also handed over a 
signed resolution to the government. This resolution 
had been prepared during the regular meetings of the 
indigenous and tribal peoples in the months preceding 
the conference and was, during the conference, formally 
adopted by the highest traditional authorities during an 
internal strategy and preparation meeting. Despite the 
fact that the content of this resolution had been shared 
in writing with the Government a few months before 
the Conference, the government delegates expressed to 
be ‘taken by full surprise’ by the ‘sudden demands’ of 
the indigenous and tribal peoples. The President decided 
immediately after the presentation to shut down the 
conference, without any tangible result.

Table 1 shows how the positions of the indigenous and 
tribal peoples and the Government compare to each 
other. Despite some differences in views, it is the opinion 
of the indigenous and tribal peoples in Suriname that 
their position and the position of the Government of 
Suriname contain enough similarities and overlaps 
to provide a basis for further dialogue. However, the 
President of Suriname recently said during a press 
conference that the positions are ‘totally contradictory’. 
He decided unilaterally that the National Assembly 
(Parliament) should decide further on the land rights 
issue.  

In the media, indigenous and tribal peoples were called 
‘uncivilized’ and even ‘stupid’ by government officials. 
Divide-and-rule politics have also apparently been 
applied by the President, who ordered indigenous 
authorities, from isolated Southern communities, to meet 
with the Government separately after the conference. 
He subsequently issued a statement in which these 
communities appear to express that they do not support 
the position that was presented by the indigenous and 
tribal peoples at the conference, contradicting the less 
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isolated coastal indigenous and tribal communities. 

Despite all this, the indigenous and tribal peoples of 
Suriname still believe that a respectful dialogue will bring 
about a solution to the land rights issue in Suriname, 
but they maintain that this solution must be compliant 
with international standards on indigenous and tribal 
peoples’ rights, and they are hoping that this dialogue 
will continue soon. 

Further Information: 

Association of Indigenous Village Leaders in Suriname 
(VIDS): Email - infovids@vids.sr

•  Read more about the land rights issue in Suriname, 
including the Saramaka case and full judgment: 
http://www.forestpeoples.org/region/south-central-
america/suriname

• Report of the Special Rapporteur on the rights 
of indigenous peoples, James Anaya - Measures 
needed to secure indigenous and tribal peoples’ 
land and related rights in Suriname. August 2011: 
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/
news/2011/11/2011-special-suriname-a-hrc-18-35-

add7_en.pdf

News articles about the land rights conference: 

• Video of the president’s press conference (in Dutch) 
in de Branding - “Verklaring Tribale volkeren zet 
grondenrechten conferentie op zijn kop”: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEAYzbyMqdg

• Stabroek News, 5 November 2011, “Suriname 
denies intimidating indigenous people”: http://
www.stabroeknews.com/2011/news/breaking-
news/11/05/suriname-denies-intimidating-
indigenous-people/

Table 1: Positions on key rights issues by the Government and indigenous and tribal peoples:

Government of Suriname Indigenous and Tribal Peoples

Indigenous and tribal 
peoples’ land rights

Interpreted as users’ rights Interpreted as collective ownership

Indigenous and tribal 
peoples rights to 
natural resources

Refers to resources above the ground 
only

Refers to all traditionally used resources above 
and below the ground

Unity of the state Suriname is not dividable 
(inseparable)

Indigenous and tribal peoples do not want 
separation from Suriname, but respect for their 
self determination

Activities that are 
planned in indigenous 
and tribal peoples’ 
traditional territories

The State shall not issue any permits 
or concessions for logging, mining or 
other land use in or nearby indigenous 
and tribal peoples’ communities

The State shall not issue any permits or 
concessions for logging, mining or other land 
use in or nearby indigenous and tribal peoples’ 
communities
; and free, prior and informed consent must be 
obtained

Legal measures that 
need to be taken

Revising regulations 

Legally recognising land rights 

Recognising collectivities in the law

Legally recognising land rights 

Revising constitution and laws 

Recognising collectivities in the 
law, including indigenous and tribal peoples’ 
representative traditional authorities

mailto:infovids%40vids.sr?subject=
http://www.forestpeoples.org/region/south-central-america/suriname
http://www.forestpeoples.org/region/south-central-america/suriname
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2011/11/2011-special-suriname-a-hrc-18-35-add7_en.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2011/11/2011-special-suriname-a-hrc-18-35-add7_en.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2011/11/2011-special-suriname-a-hrc-18-35-add7_en.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEAYzbyMqdg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IEAYzbyMqdg
http://www.stabroeknews.com/2011/news/breaking-news/11/05/suriname-denies-intimidating-indigenous-people/
http://www.stabroeknews.com/2011/news/breaking-news/11/05/suriname-denies-intimidating-indigenous-people/
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http://www.stabroeknews.com/2011/news/breaking-news/11/05/suriname-denies-intimidating-indigenous-people/
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2. Progress on the 
Recognition of Indigenous 

Peoples’ Rights in relation to 
the proposed Diquís Dam

In 2010, the Teribe indigenous people of Costa Rica 
decided to speak out in response to what they consider 
gross human rights violations to their people in relation 
to the proposed Diquís Dam in the country’s South 
Pacific region. This project will lead to the partial 
flooding of two indigenous territories and other grave 
impacts on 5 indigenous territories. In defence of their 
rights, the Teribe filed their first claim to the Committee 
on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) in 
mid 2010 and to the United Nations Special Rapporteur 
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. These actions have 
resulted in progress both nationally and internationally.  

To-date the Committee on the Elimination of Racial 
Discrimination (hereafter ‘CERD’ or ‘the Committee’) 
has communicated on three occasions1 with Costa Rica 
under its Early Warning and Urgent Action Procedure. 
Furthermore, this year, the Special Rapporteur on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples visited Costa Rica on an 
official mission. After his visit, the Special Rapporteur 
issued a note2 with a series of observations and 
recommendations regarding the situation of indigenous 
peoples’ rights in Costa Rica, and specifically regarding 
the rights of indigenous peoples potentially affected by 
the proposed Diquís Dam project. 

During its 79th session held in August/September 
2011, CERD continued to analyse the situation of the 
Teribe indigenous people3 in light of the recent events, 
including the note of the Special Rapporteur on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples issued on the 30th of May 
2011. In the letter of September 2nd the Committee 

1 Unofficial translation of the Letter sent by CERD to Costa Rica, 27 Au-
gust 2010: http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2010/10/CERD%20
-%20Costa%20Rica%20-%20Proc.%20Alerta%20Temprana%20y%20Ac-
cion%20Urgente%20-%20Teribe%20-%20Aug%202010%20-%20ENG.pdf

Unofficial translation of the Letter sent by the Committee to Costa Rica, 11 March 
2011: http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/04/cerd-costa-
rica-proc-alerta-temprana-y-accion-urgente-teribe-march-2011-eng.pdf

Unofficial translation of the Letter sent by the Committee to Costa Rica, 2 Septem-
ber 2011: http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/10/cerd-
costa-rica-proc-alerta-temprana-y-accion-urgente-teribe-sept-2011-eng.pdf
2 Full note  available only in Spanish “La Situación de los pueblos indíge-
nas afectados por el proyecto hidroeléctrico el Diquís en Costa Rica”: http://www.
ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/IPeoples/SR/A-HRC-18-35-Add8_sp.pdf
3 Unofficial translation of the Letter sent by the Committee to Costa 
Rica, 2 September 2011: http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publica-
tion/2011/10/cerd-costa-rica-proc-alerta-temprana-y-accion-urgente-teribe-sept-
2011-eng.pdf

expressed its concern “on information received about 
statements made by the State party on the situation 
of El Diquís hydroelectric dam as a reason for not 
adopting the Autonomy Bill of Indigenous Peoples, 
which has been waiting the approval in Congress for 
16 years”. Furthermore, it “urges the State party to 
stop all operations on the ground while waiting for the 
celebration and results of the mentioned consultation. It 
also urges the State to ensure that the Teribe indigenous 
communities are not subject to any pressure before, 
during or after the consultation.” 

Costa Rica is a Party to the Convention on the Elimination 
of All forms of Racial Discrimination and therefore has 
the obligation to implement the Convention as well as 
the recommendations coming from the Committee. 
Recommendations from the Special Rapporteur on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples bear authority in guiding 
Costa Rica on how to deal with the issue of the proposed 
Diquís Dam.

The Teribe people have taken a proactive approach to this 
situation and have formally communicated to the Special 
Rapporteur their willingness and commitment to work 
on the implementation of the recommendations made in 
his report. This includes the creation of an expert team, 
with multidisciplinary skills, knowledge on intercultural 
dialogue, indigenous peoples’ rights, technical expertise 
on hydroelectric projects, among others to facilitate 
all the phases of the consultation process in order to 
reduce the asymmetry of power between the state and 
indigenous peoples. This is a significant step forward for 
defining the Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) 
and consultation procedures.

As stated by the Teribe in their response to the Special 
Rapporteur, “we consider this is a great opportunity to 
advance in the implementation of the rights enshrined 
in the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples, ILO Convention 169, and the jurisprudence of 
the Inter-American human rights system. We shall work 
so that the recognition of our rights is a reality in each of 
our territories.”

3. Making Palm Oil 
Accountable?

Globally oil palm plantations continue to expand at 
a rapid rate. World leader, Indonesia, has raced past 
Malaysia to become the number one producer. Latest 
data from the Indonesian watchdog NGO, SawitWatch, 
suggests that oil palm plantations in Indonesia now cover 
11 million hectares, up from 6 million hectares only five 
years ago. New plantings are spreading to the smaller 

http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2010/10/CERD%20-%20Costa%20Rica%20-%20Proc.%20Alerta%20Temprana%20y%20Accion%20Urgente%20-%20Teribe%20-%20Aug%202010%20-%20ENG.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2010/10/CERD%20-%20Costa%20Rica%20-%20Proc.%20Alerta%20Temprana%20y%20Accion%20Urgente%20-%20Teribe%20-%20Aug%202010%20-%20ENG.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/news/2010/10/CERD%20-%20Costa%20Rica%20-%20Proc.%20Alerta%20Temprana%20y%20Accion%20Urgente%20-%20Teribe%20-%20Aug%202010%20-%20ENG.pdf
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http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/10/cerd-costa-rica-proc-alerta-temprana-y-accion-urgente-teribe-sept-2011-eng.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/10/cerd-costa-rica-proc-alerta-temprana-y-accion-urgente-teribe-sept-2011-eng.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/IPeoples/SR/A-HRC-18-35-Add8_sp.pdf
http://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/IPeoples/SR/A-HRC-18-35-Add8_sp.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/10/cerd-costa-rica-proc-alerta-temprana-y-accion-urgente-teribe-sept-2011-eng.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/10/cerd-costa-rica-proc-alerta-temprana-y-accion-urgente-teribe-sept-2011-eng.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/10/cerd-costa-rica-proc-alerta-temprana-y-accion-urgente-teribe-sept-2011-eng.pdf
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islands of the archipelago and to the less developed areas 
of eastern Indonesia. Hopes that a Presidential promise of 
a 2 year moratorium on forest clearance would slow the 
crop’s expansion – part of a deal to reduce green house gas 
emissions - have also evaporated as the government has 
excepted areas where preliminary permits have already 
been handed out. 

Doubts are growing about whether the Roundtable on 
Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) can really change the 
practice of even the more responsible companies. A recent 
report by the Forest Peoples Programme (FPP), HuMa 
and SawitWatch exposes the very serious problems in the 
Province of Jambi on the island of Sumatra where the 
world’s largest palm oil trading company, Wilmar, has 
several holdings. The new report details how Wilmar’s 
51%-owned subsidiary, PT Asiatic Persada, has taken 
over the customary lands of the Batin Sembilan people 
without consent and without due compensation. In 
August, mobile police contracted by the company 
working alongside company staff using heavy machinery 
carried out a week-long operation to expel three small 
settlements from the estate. Firing their guns and 
shouting at the people ‘run, dogs, run!’, they proceeded 
to destroy 83 dwellings and bulldoze even their concrete 
floors into the creeks.  

When FPP raised concerns about the evictions, in 
August, with Singapore-based Wilmar (a board member 
of the RSPO), it initially issued a point-by-point rebuttal 
of our allegations. In September, it claimed these were 
also refuted by an independent audit. Our more recent 
field review, carried out in October, however, shows 
that the initial claims of police firings, forced evictions 
and serious land disputes were well founded. Local 
community members with FPP and other supportive 
NGOs appealed (yet again) to the Compliance Advisory 
Ombudsman (CAO) of the International Finance 

Corporation to re-start its conflict mediation in the 
20,000 hectare concession. The CAO has accepted the 
complaint. Wilmar has also agreed to mediation by the 
CAO, raising expectations that the communities may get 
redress, but the case shows the huge gap that remains 
between paper policies and actual practice.

Meanwhile other Asian companies like the Malaysian 
palm oil giant, Sime Darby, another Board member of 
the RSPO, are expanding their operations in Africa. 
Sime has plans for some 200,000 hectares in Liberia, but 
already there are serious problems. Alerted by FPP that 
the RSPO has a grievance process they could activate, 
community leaders complained to the RSPO about the 
impacts: 

in Bomi and Grand Cape Mount County where Sime 
Darby is currently engaged in active land clearing, 
active planting of oil palm, destruction of our sacred 
sites, destruction of our crops, damming of our creeks 
and streams, filling in of our swamps, destructions of 
grave sites, destruction and pollution of our drinking 
water sources, forceful displacement of our people 
without adequate compensation, active planting 
and cultivation of oil palm including the massive 
establishment of an oil palm nursery without our free 
prior informed consent.

Forest Peoples Programme wrote a supportive letter 
calling on the RSPO to ensure Sime Darby adheres to 
the RSPO standards and procedures. Sime Darby has 
now agreed to suspend its operations and engage in 
bilateral discussions with the communities to resolve the 
dispute. It remains to be seen what can be done. 

Working with our partners, FPP has been tracking 
palm oil expansion in other parts of the world. A new 
publication by FPP and partners examining the impacts 

 Members of the Batin Sembilan community now live right in 
the midst of the plantation (Sophie Chao)

Community meeting with the Mat Ukup group in PT Asiatic 
Persada plantation (Sophie Chao)

http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/redd-and-related-initiatives/publication/2011/national-update-redd-indonesia
http://www.forestpeoples.org/human-rights-abuses-and-land-conflicts-in-pt-asiatic-persada-palm-oil-concession-Jambi-Indonesia
http://www.forestpeoples.org/human-rights-abuses-and-land-conflicts-in-pt-asiatic-persada-palm-oil-concession-Jambi-Indonesia
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/11/fpp-letter-wilmar-august-20112.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/11/clarification-complaints-rspo.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/11/final-pt-apzainal-case-verreportenglish.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/palm-oil-rspo/publication/2011/fpp-s-and-allies-letter-international-finance-corporation-comp
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/palm-oil-rspo/publication/2011/response-international-finance-corporation-compliance-advisory
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/palm-oil-rspo/publication/2011/letter-complaint-roundtable-sustainable-palm-oil-rspo-members-
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/palm-oil-rspo/publication/2011/fpp-letter-rspo-regarding-new-plantings-procedures-npp-violati
http://www.forestpeoples.org/oil-palm-expansion-in-south-east-asia-trends-implications-local-communities-indigenous-peoples
http://www.forestpeoples.org/oil-palm-expansion-in-south-east-asia-trends-implications-local-communities-indigenous-peoples
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of palm oil expansion in Southeast Asia shows that oil 
palm does not have to expand at the expense of local 
communities and indigenous peoples. Where land tenure 
regimes recognise local people’s rights and where there is 
adequate law enforcement, then the crop may be chosen 
by smallholders to plant on their own lands. 

For example, in Thailand, over 70% of oil palm is held 
by small and medium farmers which not only means 
they can choose to which mill they want to sell their 
fruits but also ensures they get a fairer share of the profits. 
Sadly however Thailand is the exception and expansion 
in Cambodia, the Philippines and Papua New Guinea 
is all too often predatory. Voluntary standards such as 
that of the RSPO may provide some room for people 
to complain about malpractice but systemic change is 
only likely to come about with legal reforms that secure 
peoples’ rights to their lands and an independent police 
and judiciary that can enforce the law. That may be a 
long time coming. 

4. CBD Working Group 
agrees on development 

of new Plan of Action on 
Customary Sustainable Use 

of biological resources

At the recent meeting of the Convention on Biological 
Diversity’s (CBD) Working Group on traditional 
knowledge, innovations and practices (Article 8(j) and 
Related Provisions), which took place in Montreal, 
Canada, from 31October to 4 November 2011, Forest 
Peoples Programme and indigenous and local community 
partners, alongside the International Indigenous Forum 
on Biodiversity (IIFB), engaged in discussions with 
delegates and others about the development of a new 
“Plan of Action on Customary Sustainable Use”. This 
Plan of Action is intended to become a new major 
component of the already existing Programme of Work 
that serves to preserve, respect and maintain indigenous 
peoples’ and local communities’ traditional knowledge, 
innovations and practices that are related to sustainable 
use and conservation of biodiversity. 

The various CBD Work Programmes help and guide 
Parties to the Convention in the implementation of CBD 
requirements on particular issues at the national and sub-
national levels. It is the task of the specialized Working 
Group to review and discuss this subject in detail, and 
to prepare a recommendation for the Conference of the 
Parties - the Convention’s decision-making body - where 

all new work under the Convention is officially adopted. 

Most discussions in the Working Group focused on the 
agreement on an indicative list of tasks, and on a process 
to draft, refine, and eventually adopt the Action Plan 
in the coming years. The FPP and indigenous and local 
community partners team has provided considerable 
expertise and evidence on customary sustainable use 
of biological diversity by indigenous peoples and local 
communities in the last decade. Extensive information 
on this issue has been documented in various country 
case studies on customary practices, which also address 
the challenges and threats these practices are facing. 
Indigenous peoples were given ample time to provide 
views, explanations and suggestions, most of which 
received support from the rest of the Working Group. 
The adopted recommendations and the indicative tasks 
address several issues that are very important for the 
promotion and encouragement of indigenous peoples’ 
and local communities’ customary sustainable practices, 
which is what Parties are required to do under Article 
10(c) of the Convention.  

The Working Group widely acknowledged the value 
and importance of indigenous peoples’ and local 
communities’ customary sustainable use and traditional 
knowledge in conserving and upholding biodiversity, 
land- and seascapes, and protected areas. This is also 
reflected in the invitation to Parties to address and 
incorporate customary sustainable use in their national 
implementation plans for the Convention (National 
Biodiversity Strategies and Action Plans (NBSAPs)). 
The Working Group has also taken some initial steps 
to integrate customary sustainable use as a cross-cutting 
issue throughout the Convention, starting with the 
Programme of Work on Protected Areas. 

The FPP ‘10c team’ in Montreal. Left to right: Kid James 
(Guyana), Anchalee Phonklieng (Thailand), Maurizio Farhan 

Ferrari (FPP), Sakda Saenmi (Thailand), Caroline de Jong 
(FPP), Mohammed Abdul Baten (Bangladesh), Louis Biswane 

(Suriname). (FPP)
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During the meeting, specific tasks were formulated 
to: Promote community-based resource management 
and governance; establish mechanisms to promote 
customary sustainable use that consider customary 
laws, rules, procedures and protocols and the role of 
traditional institutions and authorities; and to support 
the important ground-level work that indigenous 
peoples and local communities are already doing 
themselves that enhance customary sustainable use 
and contribute to the implementation of Article 10(c). 
Furthermore, one of the indicative tasks for the Action 
Plan on customary sustainable use recognises the 
specific roles and contributions of women in relation to 
customary sustainable use, and emphasises that gender 
aspects should be mainstreamed in mechanisms for 
participation in the decision-making and management 
of natural resources. 

However, some tasks still provide a challenge and will 
require further discussion – for instance the tasks dealing 
with legislation and rights in relation to indigenous 
peoples’ lands, waters, and resources.  While indigenous 
and local community participants repeatedly explained 
that secure rights to lands, waters and resources are 
fundamental to maintain and carry out customary 
sustainable practices in indigenous territories, some 
Parties found these guidelines too ‘prescriptive’ and tasks 
on this issue were marked in brackets leaving them to 
be resolved at the next Convention on Biodiversity’s 
Conference of the Parties (COP11) next year in India. 

------
• Read the full recommendation on customary 
sustainable use: http://www.cbd.int/wg8j-07/in-session/, 
UNEP/CBD/WG8J/7/L.6: Article 10, with a focus on 
Article 10(c), as a major component of the programme 
of work on Article 8(j) and related provisions. Other 
recommendations of the Working Group are listed here 
as well. 

• A very good and complete summary of the meeting, 
including details of the deliberations and many 
interventions on all agenda items (for the discussions 
on customary sustainable use scroll down to ‘multi-
year programme of work - 10c), has been prepared by 
the Earth Negotiations Bulletin in English, French and 
Spanish: Volume 09 Number 557: http://www.iisd.ca/
vol09/enb09557e.html 

Read more from FPP and partners at the Working Group 
meeting: 

- Report on the side event that the FPP team held 
with the CBD Secretariat on Monday 31October 
2011 about customary sustainable use on the Natural 
Justice website: http://natural-justice.blogspot.
com/2011/10/forest-peoples-experiences-with.html 

- Abstract of FPP and partners’ “local experiences 
and lessons learned on 10c” case study in the ECO, 
Vol38 Issue 1: http://www.cbdalliance.org/wg7-8j/ 

- IIFB Opening and other statements, plus live-
stream video of IIFB’s side event on traditional 
knowledge: http://iifb.indigenousportal.com/, 
together with other  information on IIFB on 
Facebook and Twitter. 

- Full meeting report of the Preparatory Expert 
Meeting on Article 10(c), held in Montreal in 
June 2011, to which FPP and partners made many 
contributions: 
UNEP/CBD/WG8J/7/5/ADD1: Report of 
the Meeting on Article 10 with A Focus on 
Article 10(C) As a Major Component of the 
Programme of Work on Article 8(j) And Related 
Provisions of the Convention: http://www.cbd.int/
doc/?meeting=WG8J-07

5. World Bank controversial 
Programming-for-Results 

(P4R) proposal raises alarm 
bells

In March 2011, the World Bank launched a controversial 
proposal that would allow projects within so-called 
programmatic loans to borrower countries to go ahead 
without application of the Bank’s specific safeguard 
policies.  Civil society organisations and indigenous 
peoples have raised major concerns about this initiative, 
which they fear in its current form would reduce the 

Kid James reads the IIFB statement in WG8(j) closing plenary 
session (FPP)

http://www.cbd.int/wg8j-07/in-session/
http://www.iisd.ca/vol09/enb09557e.html 
http://www.iisd.ca/vol09/enb09557e.html 
http://natural-justice.blogspot.com/2011/10/forest-peoples-experiences-with.html
http://natural-justice.blogspot.com/2011/10/forest-peoples-experiences-with.html
http://www.cbdalliance.org/wg7-8j/
http://iifb.indigenousportal.com/
http://www.cbd.int/doc/?meeting=WG8J-07
http://www.cbd.int/doc/?meeting=WG8J-07
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accountability of World Bank finance and could trigger a 
worldwide race to the bottom in social and environmental 
standards among multilateral and regional development 
banks. Despite recent written assurances from the 
Bank that information disclosure, risk assessment and 
safeguard approaches will not be weakened by P4R, 
critics point out that the existing P4R proposals do not 
contain adequate social and environmental protections 
and would allow countries to side-step safeguards and 
develop projects without adequate public scrutiny.

NGOs and indigenous peoples’ organisations, including 
FPP, are calling on the Bank to slow the whole process 
down and ensure that any P4R proposals are the subject 
of meaningful consultations and tied to the Bank’s wider 
safeguard policy review which will be ongoing in 2012.4

Despite this, the Bank seems to be determined to have 
the results-based lending instrument approved before 
the end of 2011. At the time of going to press, the 
P4R proposal is expected to come before the Board in 
December 2011.

Need for meaningful prior consultations
Civil society organisations and indigenous peoples are 
seriously concerned that the development of the new P4R 
lending instrument has not allowed sufficient feedback 
from citizens, indigenous peoples’ organisations and 
NGOs. Global consultations held so far on the P4R have 
mostly involved government agencies with only limited 
numbers of civil society participants. Where civil society 
organisations have been involved, they raised serious 
questions about safeguard and accountability issues, yet 
is unclear how the Bank will act on these concerns. 

P4R must be assessed as part of the WB Safeguard Review
The World Bank is currently undertaking a further 
review of its safeguard systems that will comprehensively 
deal with eight different safeguard policies and with 
another additional Bank lending instruments, including 
OP4.00 on piloting the use of ‘country systems’. 
This latter instrument allows the Bank and borrower 
countries to use existing national laws and policies to 
provide social and environmental safeguards where they 
have been assessed as equivalent to the Bank’s standards. 
The problem is that the Bank has still not properly 
tested country systems and serious ambiguities remain 
over ways to determine and verify ‘equivalence’ between 
country and Bank norms and procedures.

NGOs emphasise that P4R should not be further 
developed until these basic questions are addressed. 

4 NGO sign on letter (2011) Comments on proposed OP 9.00: Program 
for Results Lending Letter signed by 21 NGOs, October 2011: http://www.forest-
peoples.org/topics/safeguard-accountablility-issues/publication/2011/fpp-letter-uk-
executive-director-world-bank

They emphasise that the entire P4R package needs to be 
carefully assessed as part of the current Bank review of it 
safeguard policies in order to make sure that the proposal 
takes on board lessons from past Bank evaluations and is 
subjected to thorough scrutiny by citizens, indigenous 
peoples and development specialists.

Need to maintain specific policies, including protections for 
indigenous peoples  
Indigenous organisations and social justice NGOs like 
FPP highlight that decades of development experience 
show how specific safeguard policies for indigenous 
peoples are essential for improving development 
effectiveness and ensuring accountability to affected 
communities. Focused and persistent indigenous peoples’ 
advocacy over the past three decades have brought the 
World Bank to the point where it accepts, and protects 
in its safeguard policies, the principle that indigenous 
peoples must demonstrate freely developed support for 
any development intervention that will impact on them 
and their lands and livelihoods. There is no answer to the 
questions of where such a principle will be left and how 
the right of indigenous peoples to free, prior and informed 
consent (FPIC) will be respected if P4R is approved as it 
is currently proposed. These questions again point to the 
need to subject P4R to careful examination under the 
wider Bank review of safeguards.5

Learning lessons from the past
Finally, whatever route the Bank takes to its safeguards 
and P4R it is essential that standards are not diluted and 
that public accountability to affected communities and 
citizens is strengthened. To achieve greater accountability 
and deliver effective sustainable development, the World 
Bank needs to ensure any reforms build on lesson learned 
in its past and existing operations. Two recent important 
reviews relevant to the Bank’s consideration about how 
safeguards should be applied in the future have recently 
been released: the Bank Group-wide evaluation conducted 
by the Independent Evaluation Group (IEG),released in 
2010 (Safeguards and Sustainability Policies in a Changing 
World: An Independent Evaluation of World Bank Group 
Experience, 2010), and subsequently an internal and 
much-awaited review of the implementation of the 
World Bank’s OP4.10 on Indigenous Peoples released in 
August 2011 (OPCS Working Paper, Implementation of 
the World Bank’s Indigenous Peoples Policy: A Learning 
Review (FY 2006-2008), August 2011). 

Both of these documents detail areas in which the 
implementation of the currently existing safeguard 

5 See also the formal submission to the World Bank from indigenous 
peoples and support organizations, raising serious issues related to the on-going WB 
safeguard review and the proposed P4R lending instrument. Available at: http://
www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/10/indigenous-peoples-
letter-2011-october.pdf

http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/safeguard-accountablility-issues/publication/2011/fpp-letter-uk-executive-director-world-bank
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/safeguard-accountablility-issues/publication/2011/fpp-letter-uk-executive-director-world-bank
http://www.forestpeoples.org/topics/safeguard-accountablility-issues/publication/2011/fpp-letter-uk-executive-director-world-bank
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/10/indigenous-peoples-letter-2011-october.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/10/indigenous-peoples-letter-2011-october.pdf
http://www.forestpeoples.org/sites/fpp/files/publication/2011/10/indigenous-peoples-letter-2011-october.pdf
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standards is struggling to meet the demands for which 
the safeguards were designed. Key weaknesses point to 
continuing pressures within the World Bank Group 
to get financing out of the door, evident in faulty 
risk classification of projects, particularly the under-
classification of projects that should be Category A 
and defective treatment of Category B projects. P4R 
tries to exclude Category A, where risks are severe and 
potentially irreversible, although it continues to allow 
some Category A activities where they are considered 
integral to the rest of the program. P4R includes 
Category B where there is moderate risk identified. 
Given the reliance on the categories given to a particular 
project or activity in managing the risks, prior problems 
with this category process must be addressed, not only 
for P4R but in all Bank policies and lending instruments 
across the board. The Learning Review of the indigenous 
peoples’ policy likewise identifies significant problems 
with triggering the policy, determining levels of support 
for a given intervention and failures to adequately address 
land and resource rights in projects where such rights are 
impacted.

Strengthening the systems available in country to address 
social and environmental risks is a laudable goal, but in 
the near to medium term, and especially in key sensitive 
areas like the rights of indigenous peoples, P4R does not 
offer adequate assurances that the public funds disbursed 
through the Bank would be used to achieve sustained 
and equitable development in borrower countries. For 
these reasons, Forest Peoples Programme considers that 
any Bank decision on P4R policy must be delayed to 
allow the proposal to be developed to respond to existing 
concerns expressed by NGOs and by indigenous peoples.

See also:

World Bank Program Threatens Indigenous Communities  
Indian Law Resource Center: http://www.indianlaw.org/
hrmlb/p4r-threatens-indigenous-communities

Proposed Financing Mechanism at World Bank would 
Ignore Bank Safeguards http://www.p4rcomments.org/

6. Statement of the 
International Indigenous 

Peoples Forum on Climate 
Changes to the Coference of 

Parties COP 17

Sir/Madame President, distinguished delegates,

Indigenous peoples have a fundamental principle that 
governs our relationship with the land. We depend on the 
land, it gives us life, we are part of it and fully respect its 
natural cycles, everything you do or fail to do will benefit 
or affect us, and the impacts of climate change tell us that 
we share outstanding and important decisions in favor of 
Mother Earth. Therefore, on behalf of the International 
Indigenous Peoples Forum on Climate Change, we are 
turning to you to recommend the following:

1. The Parties undertake to respect international norms 
and standards of human rights that establish moral 
and legal obligations to protect and promote the full 
enjoyment of the rights of indigenous peoples in all 
issues related to climate change, including land rights, 
territories and resources, traditional knowledge and their 
free, prior and informed consent, in accordance with the 
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples (DNUDPI).

2. The parties to ensure full and effective participation 
of indigenous peoples in all mechanisms, bodies and 
procedures established under the UNFCCC, including 
mitigation, adaptation, finance, MRV (monitoring, 
reporting and verification) and transfer of technology.

3. The parties ensure direct and immediate access of 
indigenous peoples to financing through the creation of 
a green fund dedicated to address the priority needs of 
indigenous peoples; we believe that this claim is based on 
the historic debt that the current model of development 
has with indigenous peoples.

4. As a result of COP17, the Parties agree to a second 
commitment period 2013-2020 of the Kyoto Protocol 
which is binding on all states of the world. This 
agreement must include measures to ensure full and 
effective participation of indigenous peoples.

5. Finally, we call to stop the destruction of nature, 
Mother Earth for indigenous peoples, and therefore 
demand the paralyzation of extractive mega-projects on 
indigenous lands and fragile ecosystems that accentuate 

http://www.indianlaw.org/hrmlb/p4r-threatens-indigenous-communities
http://www.indianlaw.org/hrmlb/p4r-threatens-indigenous-communities
http://www.p4rcomments.org/
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the impacts of climate change.

The planet’s future is in your hands, its decisions must 
heal Mother Earth. We come to flourish diversity and 
hope that the decisions of Durban will flourish life on 
our planet.

7. New FPP Publications

1. Oil Palm Expansion in 
South East Asia: Trends 
and implications for 
local communities and 
indigenous peoples 

This insightful study by 
Forest Peoples Programme, 
SawitWatch, Samdhana 
Institute and the Center 
for People and Forests 
(RECOFTC) documents in 

detail, and for the first time, the way oil palm plantations 
are now expanding in very different ways across South 
East Asia as a whole. The study complements better 
known experiences in Malaysia, Indonesia and Papua 
New Guinea with new case studies of the processes of oil 
palm expansion in Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam and 
the Philippines. 

2. Divers paths to justice: 
Legal pluralism and the rights 
of indigenous peoples in 
Southeast Asia

The majority of South East 
Asian countries have plural 
legal systems and to some extent 
custom is recognised as a source 
of rights in the constitutions 
and laws of a number of them. 
This study by Asia Indigenous 

Peoples Pact (AIPP), Forest Peoples Programme (FPP), 
The Center for People and Forests (RECOFTC) and 
Rights and Resources Initiative (RRI) aims to strengthen 
regional understanding of plural legal regimes and how 
they can be used to strengthen the use of custom as a 
source of rights and in conflict resolution, while avoiding 
as far as possible the pitfalls of intrusive recognition. 
 

7B. New Forest Peoples 
Programme Report:

The reality of REDD+ 
in Peru: Between theory 
and practice. Indigenous 

Amazonian peoples’ analyses 
and alternatives

This report compiled by 
national and regional 
indigenous organisations in 
Peru (AIDESEP, FENAMAD, 
CARE) and the Forest 
Peoples Programme (FPP), 
collates indigenous peoples’ 
experiences with REDD 
policies and projects in the 
Peruvian Amazon. The report 
analyses the policies and 
strategies of the Peruvian 
government, examines the 

roles of international agencies and scrutinises pilot REDD 
initiatives already underway in indigenous territories. 
Amongst other conclusions the report finds that existing 
REDD policies and programmes are undermining the 
rights of indigenous peoples and are likely to lead to 
conflicts over land and resources.

The report calls for alternative rights-based approaches 
to forest and climate protection based on recognition 
of land and territorial rights of indigenous peoples and 
support for community-based climate initiatives. 

Click here to read the report: http://www.forestpeoples.
org/the-reality-of-redd-plus-in-peru-indigenous-
amazonian-peoples-analyses-and-alternatives

http://www.forestpeoples.org/the-reality-of-redd-plus-in-peru-indigenous-amazonian-peoples-analyses-and-alternatives
http://www.forestpeoples.org/the-reality-of-redd-plus-in-peru-indigenous-amazonian-peoples-analyses-and-alternatives
http://www.forestpeoples.org/the-reality-of-redd-plus-in-peru-indigenous-amazonian-peoples-analyses-and-alternatives
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8. African Commission: 
FPIC is essential for 
protected status on 
indigenous lands 

At its 50th Session, the African Commission on Human 
and Peoples’ Rights (ACHPR) adopted a resolution 
condemning the recent decision of the World Heritage 
Committee to inscribe Lake Bogoria in Kenya on the 
World Heritage List.  The issue at stake was the almost 
complete lack of involvement of the Endorois (the 
indigenous owners of the territory) in the decision-
making process. This is particularly problematic in light 
of the African Commission’s earlier decision on the case 
of Centre for Minority Rights Development (Kenya) and 
Minority Rights Group International on behalf of Endorois 
Welfare Council v Kenya adopted at the 46th Ordinary 
Session held from 11–25 November 2009 in Banjul, 
The Gambia, and endorsed by the Heads of State and 
Government of the African Union in February 2010. This 
earlier decision and the recent resolution both emphasize 
that the principle of Free, Prior and Informed Consent 
(FPIC) must be adhered to in the lands and territories 
of indigenous peoples.  Failing to involve indigenous 
peoples in decision-making processes and failing to 
obtain Free, Prior and Informed Consent constitutes a 
violation of their right to development under Article 22 
of the African Charter, and other international laws. 

The decision also specifically requests: “World Heritage 
Committee and UNESCO to review and revise current 
procedures and Operational Guidelines, in consultation 
and cooperation with the UN Permanent Forum on 
Indigenous Issues and [with] indigenous peoples, in order 
to ensure that the implementation of the World Heritage 
Convention is consistent with the UN Declaration on 
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and that indigenous 
peoples’ rights, and human rights generally, are respected, 
protected and fulfilled in World Heritage areas”.

Forest Peoples Programme looks forward to seeing 
how and when such a revision can be undertaken, and 
recommends that the occasion of the 40th Anniversary 
Year of the World Heritage Convention, under the theme 
of ‘World Heritage and Sustainable Development: the 
Role of Local Communities’, should provide the perfect 
opportunity for revisiting the relationship between 
indigenous peoples as land holders and keepers of 
heritage, and the World Heritage Committee. 

11

9. Indigenous peoples make 
powerful statements at 

African Commission session

Many statements from indigenous peoples organisations 
were made on the occasion of the 50th African 
Commission session held in Banjul in October 2011. 
As well as the implementation of the 2010 African 
Commission’s decision regarding the Endorois in 
Kenya, the situation of indigenous women in Burundi 
and Kenya were addressed. Burundi was also examined 
under the state reporting procedure, which raised issues 
pertaining to the rights of indigenous peoples. 

Links to all the statements, to the progress report 
of the Working Group on Indigenous Populations/
Communities and a full report of the session can be 
found on the IWGIA website at:

http://www.iwgia.org/human-rights/regional-bodies-
and-mechanisms/african-commission-on-human-
and-peoples-rights/achpr-sessions/achpr-50th-session-
october-2011

***

http://www.iwgia.org/human-rights/regional-bodies-and-mechanisms/african-commission-on-human-and-peoples-rights/achpr-sessions/achpr-50th-session-october-2011
http://www.iwgia.org/human-rights/regional-bodies-and-mechanisms/african-commission-on-human-and-peoples-rights/achpr-sessions/achpr-50th-session-october-2011
http://www.iwgia.org/human-rights/regional-bodies-and-mechanisms/african-commission-on-human-and-peoples-rights/achpr-sessions/achpr-50th-session-october-2011
http://www.iwgia.org/human-rights/regional-bodies-and-mechanisms/african-commission-on-human-and-peoples-rights/achpr-sessions/achpr-50th-session-october-2011

